This double special issue on Natural Language Processing for Translation Memories is the result of the increasing interest of NLP researchers to develop methods that are directly applicable to TMs. Two concrete examples of this are the workshops on this topic that were organised in 2015 1 and 2016. 2 In addition to bringing together people active in the field, the workshops gave some of the researchers featured in this special issue the opportunity to present the preliminary results of their research. This volume publishes the first four papers of the special issue, which are briefly introduced in the following paragraphs.
As mentioned above, integral to TMs is the similarity metric employed to identify similar segments. The paper Self-selection Bias of Similarity Metrics in Translation Memory Evaluation by Wolff et al. explores the impact of using different similarity metrics for evaluating TMs and how TM evaluation metrics are biased towards certain similarity metrics. Recommendations about how to evaluate TMs are also proposed.
One of the assumptions when using TMs is that the translations retrieved from them are of high quality. This is not always the case given the advent of crowdsourced translations and the use of automatic methods to build TMs from the Web. The paper The First Automatic Translation Memory Cleaning Shared Task by Barbu et al., as its name suggests, reports on the organisation and results of a shared task on the cleaning of TMs organised in conjunction with the NLP4TM 2016 workshop. In addition to the overview of the shared task, the paper analyses two surveys collected after the task in an attempt to better understand what constitutes a good TM unit for translators.
The paper Combining Off-the-shelf Components to clean a Translation Memory by Wolff describes a system that participated in the Automatic Translation Memory Cleaning shared task. The manuscript presents a machine learning system that combines existing NLP components to assess the quality of TMs.
The final paper in this issue, Combining Translation Memories and Statistical Machine Translation Using Sparse Features by Li et al., proposes a method that softly combines TM and MT. The paper proposes a method which extracts TM features at run-time and adds them directly into the MT decoder. The evaluation presented in the paper shows that by using TM-derived features it is possible to enhance both phrase-based and syntax-based MT systems.
In conclusion, we would like to warmly thank all the authors who submitted papers to our special issue. We are also grateful to the reviewers who spent time over several rounds of revisions to provide useful feedback and suggestions to the authors.
